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LONG-RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND STRATEGY
In accordance with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Advisory Circular (AC) 150/5070-6B, Airport
Master Plans, the Sacramento County Department of Airports (Department) is preparing an update of its
2007 Master Plan for Sacramento International Airport (the Airport). This document summarizes the Master
Plan Update.

1

Background

The now completed Big Build Program resulted in state-of-the-art Terminal B and Concourse B, an
automated people mover system, partially completed Taxiway W, expanded terminal apron and aircraft
remain overnight (RON) parking, and demolition of the original Terminal B and Interim International Arrivals
Building. There were minor renovations to Terminal A to accommodate its new tenants. The Airport’s
terminal and landside facilities will provide customers with superior service for decades to come. The Big
Build Program implemented the most significant elements of the 2007 Master Plan.
The overarching goal for the Master Plan is to provide guidelines for future airport development to satisfy
aviation demand over a 20 year planning horizon in a financially feasible manner while maintaining a high
level of customer service. The Master Plan studies historical and forecasted aviation demand focusing on
airline passenger, air cargo, and aircraft operational activity to enable an analysis of future facilities that will
be needed at the Airport over the next 20 years.

1.1

Results

The subsequent sections of this document summarize the results, conclusions, and recommendations
documented in the Master Plan Update for the Airport. The main topics are as follows:
·
·
·
·

Chapter 1 – Inventory
Chapter 2 – Aviation Demand Forecasts
Chapter 3 – Facility Requirements
Chapter 4 – Alternatives

The Airport is well positioned to meet forecast demand throughout the planning period (through the year
2035), as was expected following the completion of the Big Build. Continued but modest development at
the Airport will be required. However, the long-range development plan is modest, largely as a result of the
quality of the Airport’s existing facilities.

1.2

Airport Setting

As shown on Figure 1-1, the Airport is located approximately ten miles northwest of downtown Sacramento.
Recent Census efforts estimated the population of the Sacramento-Arden-Arcade-Roseville Metropolitan
Statistical Area (the Sacramento MSA) to be approximately 2.4 million. The population of the Sacramento
MSA is highly concentrated in Sacramento County, where both the Airport and the City of Sacramento are
located.
The Airport is classified in the National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS) as a Commercial Service
Primary Airport, serving origin-destination (O&D) passengers (i.e., passengers beginning or ending their air
journeys in Sacramento) and connecting passengers transferring from one flight to another. The Airport is
further classified by the FAA as a medium hub airport (medium hub airports accommodate 0.25% to 1.00%
of the nation's annual enplaned passengers).
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Numerous airlines serve the Airport, including: Aeromexico, Alaska Airlines, American Airlines, Delta Air
Lines, Hawaiian Airlines, Horizon Air, JetBlue Airways, Southwest Airlines, United Airlines/United Express,
and Volaris.

1.3

Airport Site

The Airport occupies an approximately 5,900-acre site that is generally bounded by Power Line Road to the
east, Garden Highway to the west, the Sacramento River to the west and south, and West Riego Road to the
north. Primary access to the Airport is provided via Interstate 5 (I-5).
Figures 1-2 and 1-3 identify primary on-Airport land uses and key areas on the Airport site, respectively. The
following are primary components of the Airport:
·

Airfield – The airfield occupies approximately one quarter of the total Airport land area, and
consists of two runways (parallel Runways 16L-34R and 16R-34L) and associated taxiways, aprons,
1
hold pads, and other safety-related protection zones.

·

Passenger Terminals – Two passenger terminal buildings (Terminals A and B) and associated
concourses provide 31 aircraft gates and passenger processing facilities that include ticketing,
baggage claim, passenger and baggage security screening functions, and concessions.

·

Air Cargo – Air cargo aprons and sort facilities serving FedEx, United Air Freight, and the United
States Postal Service are located on the west side of the terminal area.

·

General Aviation – One fixed base operator (FBO), the Sacramento Jet Center (SACjet), is located
on the southwest side of the terminal area, and provides a wide range of services to general
aviation and corporate users. The Cessna Citation Service Center, also located on the southwest
side of the terminal area, offers specialized Citation aircraft maintenance and repair services.

·

Rental Car Facilities – Rental car storage, customer processing, and ready/return facilities are in a
consolidated location on the southeast side of the terminal area, north of Crossfield Drive and east
of Airport Boulevard. Customers are bused between the rental car facilities and the terminal
buildings via Airport-owned vehicles operated by the Airport parking contractor.

·

Aviation Support Facilities – Primary aviation support facilities include the jet fuel storage and
dispensing facility (“fuel farm”) located north of the terminal complex, FAA air traffic control (ATC)
facilities, employee parking, aircraft rescue and firefighting (ARFF) facilities, and airfield
maintenance and support facilities located throughout the Airport site.

·

Parking Facilities – Seven public parking facilities are located within the terminal area,
accommodating both short- and long-term parking. The Airport also provides parking for Airport
and tenant employees in eight parking facilities, also located within the terminal area.

1 During the planning period, the Runways will change designation to 17L-35R and 17R-35L – at the time of publication,
the designations have not formally changed)
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Forecasts

This section summarizes the forecasts of aviation activity prepared for the Master Plan Update. The
forecasts are “unconstrained” and, therefore, do not include specific assumptions about physical,
regulatory, environmental or other impediments to aviation activity growth. The baseline unconstrained
forecasts are the “preferred” forecasts recommended for Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) approval.
Forecasts of aviation activity include enplaned passengers, air cargo, and aircraft operations, including
passenger, all-cargo, general aviation, and military operations. Using calendar year 2012 as the base year,
annual forecasts were prepared for five future demand years—2017, 2022, 2027, and 2035.

2.1

Forecast Process and Approach

The Master Plan Update forecasts were prepared using a collaborative process which included: (1) a review
of previous forecasts prepared for the Airport, including SMF 2007 Master Plan forecasts prepared in 2001
and the FAA Terminal Area Forecasts (TAF) for the Airport; (2) the collection and analysis of data related
to the key issues and trends affecting future aviation demand at the Airport and the Sacramento Region *;
(3) the development of statistical models to identify historical causal factors; (4) a review of passenger traffic
for the airports in the Bay Area and the Reno/Tahoe area; and (5) coordination with representatives of the
Department and the FAA. Additionally, the forecast has been continually monitored against actual data and
the annual TAF. The forecast remains accurate and consistent with the TAF as required by the FAA.
The approach used in developing forecasts included consideration of the Airport service region and the role
of the Airport in providing commercial passenger service and recent trends in airline service development at
the Airport. In particular:
·

The enplaned passenger forecasts were developed using a variety of analytical tools, including
trend analysis, regression models, and market share analysis, to address the key components of
aviation activity. In addition, recent airline service development at the Airport was considered in
the preparation of the passenger forecasts.

·

The air cargo forecasts were developed based on a review of the recent trends, an evaluation of
key components of air cargo activity (i.e., enplaned and deplaned cargo (freight and mail) for allcargo and passenger airlines), and domestic and international sectors.

·

The aircraft operations forecasts were derived from the forecasts of passenger and cargo activity
for the Airport. Forecasts of aircraft operations were developed by (1) disaggregating the total
demand into the components (i.e., domestic and international, mainline [air carrier] and regional
affiliate) and (2) making assumptions about average aircraft size in terms of seats per departure
and average enplaned passenger load factors (percentage of seats occupied, on average) for future
years. In addition, the future aircraft fleet plans of the airlines serving the Airport were also
considered based on available information.

Though the forecasts were completed in 2013, the variances in forecast / actual data through 2016 are less
than 5%; therefore the forecasts are still current and appropriate for planning purposes.

*The Sacramento Region, also referred to as the Airport service region in this report, includes a primary and secondary
area. The primary area consists of 7 counties, including El Dorado, Placer, Sacramento, San Joaquin, Sutter, Yolo, and
Yuba. The secondary area consists of 11 counties, including Amador, Butte, Calaveras, Colusa, Glenn, Napa, Nevada,
Shasta, Solano, Stanislaus, and Tehama.
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2.2

Enplaned Passengers

Figure 2-1 presents historical enplaned passengers for 1990 through 2012 and forecasts for 2013 through
2035, compared with the FAA 2012 TAF for the Airport. The enplaned passenger forecasts are based on
2012 data and are within 4.7% of the FAA 2012 TAF in 2017 and 4.3% in 2022 *. The enplaned passenger
average growth rate of 3.0% per year between 2012 and 2035 is lower than the rate forecast by the FAA in
its 2012 TAF for the Airport—an average of 3.1% per year from Federal Fiscal Year (FFY) 2011 to FFY 2035. **
.
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Figure 2-1
HISTORICAL AND FORECAST ENPLANED PASSENGERS
Sacramento International Airport

Historical
FAA 2012 TAF

MPU 2014
MPU 2007

Note: The forecasts presented in this figure were prepared using the information and assumptions
given in the accompanying text. Inevitably, some of the assumptions used to develop the
forecasts will not be realized and unanticipated events and circumstances may occur. Therefore,
there are likely to be differences between the forecast and actual results, and those differences
may be material.
CAGR = Compound annual growth rate
Sources: Historical: Sacramento International Airport records.
MPU 2014 Forecast: LeighFisher, December 2012.
FAA 2012 TAF: U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration,
www.faa.gov.

*U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration, Forecasting Aviation Activity by Airport, July
2001, and Review and Approval of Aviation Forecasts, June 2008, http://www.faa.gov

**The Federal Fiscal Year begins on October 1 and ends on September 30.
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2.3

Air Cargo

Figure 2-2 presents historical air cargo (in metric tons) for 1990 through 2012 and forecasts for 2013
through 2035. (The FAA does not prepare cargo forecasts for individual airports as part of the TAF.) Since
2000, the cargo industry nationwide and at the Airport has experienced significant changes related to:
(1) air cargo security regulations by the FAA and Transportation Security Administration (TSA);
(2) consolidation in the air cargo industry; (3) an increasing trend in the volume of cargo transported by
truck; (4) the national and global economic recessions; (5) use of all-cargo carriers by the U.S. Postal Service
to transport mail; and (6) increased use of mail substitutes (e.g., email). Total cargo (enplaned and deplaned
air freight and mail) is forecast to increase an average of 1.9% per year at the Airport as shown on
Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2
HISTORICAL AND FORECAST AIR CARGO
Sacramento International Airport

Historical

MPU 2014

MPU 2007

Note: The forecasts presented in this figure were prepared using the information and assumptions
given in the accompanying text. Inevitably, some of the assumptions used to develop the
forecasts will not be realized and unanticipated events and circumstances may occur. Therefore,
there are likely to be differences between the forecast and actual results, and those differences
may be material.
CAGR = Compound annual growth rate
Includes enplaned and deplaned air freight and mail.
Sources: Historical: Sacramento International Airport records.
MPU 2014 Forecast: LeighFisher, December 2012.
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2.4

Aircraft Operations

Figure 2-3 presents historical total aircraft operations for 1990 through 2012 and forecasts for 2013 through
2035, compared with the FAA 2012 TAF for the Airport. (Total aircraft operations include air carrier, air taxi
and commuter, general aviation, and military takeoffs and landings.) The aircraft operations forecasts are
based on 2012 data and are within 5.8% of the FAA 2012 TAF in 2017 and 7.0% in 2022. The forecast
average growth rate in total aircraft operations of 2.1% per year between 2012 and 2035 is lower than the
rate forecast by the FAA in its 2012 TAF for the Airport—an average of 2.5% per year from FFY 2011 to
FFY 2035. .

Aircraft operations (thousands)

Figure 2-3
HISTORICAL AND FORECAST TOTAL AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS
Sacramento International Airport
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Note: The forecasts presented in this figure were prepared using the information and assumptions
given in the accompanying text. Inevitably, some of the assumptions used to develop the
forecasts will not be realized and unanticipated events and circumstances may occur. Therefore,
there are likely to be differences between the forecast and actual results, and those differences
may be material.
CAGR = Compound annual growth rate
Sources: Historical: Sacramento International Airport records.
MPU 2014 Forecast: LeighFisher, December 2012.
FAA 2012 TAF: U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration,
www.faa.gov.
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3

Facility Requirements

This section summarizes projections for facilities and land areas required to accommodate the forecast
aviation demand through 2035 at the Airport. Based on assessments of existing capacity and future demand
for major aviation-related facilities, facility requirements were estimated for the airfield, passenger terminal
complex, landside facilities and roadways, air cargo, general aviation, utilities, and airline / Airport support
facilities. In most cases, Airport facilities possessed enough capacity to meet forecast demand throughout
the planning period.

3.1

Planning Activity Levels

Reflecting the uncertainties associated with long-range aviation demand forecasting, three planning activity
levels (PALs) were identified to represent future levels of activity at which key Airport improvements will be
necessary. Because, for any number of reasons, projected activity levels could vary from those anticipated
when the forecasts were prepared, PALs allow facilities planning to be realistically tied to milestone activity
levels as they occur, rather than to arbitrary years. PALs 1, 2, and 3 correspond to the activity levels
currently forecast for 2017, 2022, and 2035.
·
·
·
·

3.2

Baseline (2012) – 4.5 million enplaned passengers
PAL 1 (2017) – 4.9 million enplaned passengers
PAL 2 (2022) – 5.8 million enplaned passengers
PAL 3 (2035) – 8.6 million enplaned passengers

Planning Schedules

The Aviation Demand Forecasts that were used for the above passenger projections were used as the basis
for the development of the planning schedules. Planning schedules were prepared for baseline flights and
the three future PALs. The planning schedules include arriving and departing flights and, for each flight,
airline, origin/destination airport, aircraft type, and arrival/departure time. Charter, general aviation, cargo,
and military flights were not included.
The Airport’s Average Day of a Peak Month (ADPM) activity was used as a basis for the planning schedules.
ADPM is a commonly employed facility-planning metric, utilized by airports and accepted by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA). Because it is based on a peak month, ADPM-based planning mitigates
congestion; because it is an average of daily activity within that peak month, it avoids overbuilding that
might result from calibrating requirements to the very peak times of activity—for example, the few days
before, during, and after widely observed holidays.
Historical passenger enplanements and deplanements indicate that July is the peak month for the Airport.
Since the Airport has recently added new airline service, future schedule data were used to represent
existing activity to ensure newly added service was accounted for in the baseline planning schedule.
An analysis of flight schedules published in the Official Airline Guide (OAG) for July indicated that
Wednesday, July 10represents an average day of flight activity in this peak month. July 10 was the nonweekend day that came closest to the average seat count. Therefore, Wednesday, July 10, was selected as
the ADPM. This analysis is depicted in Figure 3-1, where the dotted line represents the average day in July
2012 (32,324 seats).
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Figure 3-1
AVERAGE DAY OF PEAK MONTH ANALYSIS
Sacramento International Airport
July 10, 2013 = 33,564 seats

Source: Official Airline Guide, March 2013.

Next, a matched schedule of arriving and departing flights was prepared using LeighFisher’s proprietary
matching program that reflects the gate turn— the total time the aircraft spends at the Airport— of each
flight. The future planning schedules were developed using the arrivals and departures in the baseline
schedule as a foundation, and then adding additional flights in order to reflect 1) the total number of ADPM
operations, by market and airline, for each forecast year, 2) the hourly percentage of total arrivals and
departures in the baseline schedule, and 3) the future fleet mix – types of aircraft used - of airlines serving
the Airport.
The development of future schedules also took the following key factors into account:
·

Hourly Distribution of Flights. The overall hourly distribution of arriving and departing flights for
future PALs was kept relatively consistent with the baseline schedule. The peak periods of
passenger airline flight operations are largely determined by passenger preferences for flight times
as well as the location of the Airport, and acceptable travel “windows” for long-haul flights to and
from the eastern United States.

·

The Addition of Future Flights to Existing Markets. New departures added to markets currently
served at the Airport were spaced throughout the day to avoid overlap or near-overlap with
existing flights. No attempt was made to coordinate timing of these flights with connecting banks
at airlines’ origin or destination airports.

·

Load factors. Future ADPM load factors were projected based, in part, upon historical annual load
factor trends by market at Sacramento International Airport during the peak month.
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These future schedules of historical and forecast peak period demand are shown in Table 3-1 below.
Table 3-1
HISTORICAL AND FORECAST PEAK PERIOD DEMAND
Sacramento International Airport
Baseline (2012) OAG (2013)
PAL 1 (2017)
Historical and Forecast Data
Enplaned passengers
4,466,950
-4,917,900
Peak month passengers
416,156
-466,763
Peak month as % of total
9.3%
-9.5%
ADPM
13,424
-15,057

PAL 2 (2022) PAL 3 (2035)
5,768,800
547,523
9.5%
17,662

8,585,100
814,820
9.5%
26,285

173
173
346

239
238
477

Aircraft operations
Arrivals
Departures
Total

----

OAG Schedule and Forecast Data
137
152
137
152
274
304

Note: Passenger data are historical. Operational data are based on OAG schedules. The “Baseline”
planning schedule includes forecast base year (2012) passenger data and OAD 2013 schedule data.
Source: LeighFisher, March 2013.

3.3

Summary of Facility Requirements

A summary of requirements and analyses for key functional areas of the Airport is provided in the following
sections.

3.3.1 Airfield
Airfield facility requirements related airfield capacity (expressed in terms of both hourly and annual
capacity) and runway length were assessed. Hourly runway capacities were estimated using the ACM;
weighted hourly capacity was calculated following the methodology outlined in FAA Advisory Circular
150/5060-5, Airport Capacity and Delay.
The resulting hourly capacities and weighted hourly capacity for the baseline and PAL 3 fleet mixes are
displayed in Figure 3-2, compared against peak hour demand. Projected capacities for PAL 3 are slightly
higher than baseline because the fleet mix is projected to become more homogeneous over time, meaning
that average separation between aircraft is reduced, in turn increasing capacity.
Estimated hourly capacity for all combinations of weather condition and runway use is above the peak hour
demand for baseline and PAL 3 demand levels, suggesting that delays will be minimal, and additional runway
capacity will not be needed during peak hours.
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Figure 3-2
HOURLY RUNWAY CAPACITY VS. PEAK HOUR DEMAND
Sacramento International Airport
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Annual Service Volume (ASV) is a reasonable estimate of the annual capacity of an airfield configuration.
ASV is not a “hard ceiling”; rather, it has been established in practice that as the level of actual annual
aircraft operations approaches ASV, additional increases in aircraft operations result in disproportionate
increases in aircraft delays. ASV takes into account differences in runway utilization, weather conditions,
and aircraft fleet mix over a one year period.
The estimated ASV for each scenario is displayed in comparison to the annual operations for Baseline (2012)
and PAL 3 (2035) in Figure 3-3. As depicted, ASV exceeds demand by a wide margin suggesting that
additional runway capacity is not needed within the planning period.
Runway length needs for aircraft not currently operating at the Airport will be assessed following
completion of this master plan. For the purposes of this study, the planning team will preserve areas
identified in the previous study, but make no recommendations for new facilities.
Airfield compliance updates, to include taxiway shoulder improvements, will be described in a separate
document but are expected to include the optimization of the Taxiway A system and design modifications
for compliance with updated FAA guidelines.
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Figure 3-3
ANNUAL SERVICE VOLUME VS. DEMAND
Sacramento International Airport
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3.3.2 Terminal
In analyzing the requirements, terminal capacity was compared with forecast demand based on objective
measurements of existing facilities; metrics were developed with respect to various terminal functions and
were compared with enplaned passenger forecasts for each PAL. The conclusion of that analysis was that
terminal facilities are adequate to accommodate forecast demand through PAL 3, with a few notable
exceptions:
·

Gates: Key findings of the gate modelling analysis conducted for this study are summarized as
follows: (1) the available capacity of the existing terminal gates can absorb much of the increased
demand associated with the future planning schedules. (2) two additional ADG III domestic gates
will be needed in Concourse A and/or B by PAL 2(2022), and (3) six additional ADG III domestic
gates will be required in Concourse A and/or B by PAL 3 (2035).

·

Baggage Claim in Terminal B – Existing baggage claim capacity would be at its limit and an
additional claim unit would be required at PAL 2; a second unit would potentially be required at
PAL 3, depending on the terminal alternative selected. These expansion units were anticipated
during the Big Build development recommended in the previous Master Plan, so infrastructure is
in place to support them. Modifications will be required to the existing terminal as well as
installation of both inbound baggage presentation frontage and a carousel.
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·

Automated People Mover Capacity – The existing APM system is configured to accommodate
2,970 passengers per hour, but anecdotal evidence from the current operation indicates that, at
times during the day, demand exceeds capacity and a lower level of service is provided than that
desired by the Department. The current capacity of the system can be doubled by adding a car to
each train and modifying the APM stations to add additional automatic doors. This expansion was
anticipated as part of the Big Build development recommended in the previous Master Plan, so
power capacity and building infrastructure are in place to accommodate these additional
requirements.

·

Terminal B Security Screening Checkpoint – The security screening checkpoint (SSCP) in Terminal
B is currently configured with nine checkpoint lanes and a processing capacity of approximately
1,800 passengers per hour. This is the limit of capacity for outbound passenger operations and
was identified as one of the primary areas of concern. Existing facility infrastructure constructed
as part of the Big Build development program will allow for expansion to 10 checkpoint lanes and
updates to Transportation Security Administration (TSA) screening protocols will allow for
increased processing rates either through technology or operating procedures.

3.3.3 Ground Transportation and Parking
As presented in Chapter 3, key findings from the ground transportation and parking requirements analysis
include:
·

·

Curbsides
- Terminal A curbsides are expected to be sufficient throughout the planning period
(i.e., through 2035).
- Terminal B departures curbs are generally expected to be sufficient throughout the planning
period.
- Terminal B arrivals curbs (inner) require additional capacity immediately (west) and by PAL 1
(east).
- All commercial vehicle curbs are expected to be sufficient throughout the planning period.
Parking
- Existing parking facilities can accommodate demand beyond PAL 2, but with an increasing share
of demand accommodated in remote lots, which would result in a lower level of service.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that in 2016, increased demand is required. An additional study
will be required to optimize the existing parking.
- 6,000 – 8,300 additional close-in spaces are required by PAL 3.
- Remote parking is expected to be sufficient throughout the planning period, unless existing
facilities are displaced.
- Approximately 800 additional employee parking spaces will be needed by PAL 3.
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·

Rental cars
- Existing rental car facilities have sufficient area to accommodate demand beyond PAL 1, but
should be reconfigured to improve their efficiency.
- 700 additional ready/return spaces will be required by PAL 3.
- Approximately 9 additional acres are required for service areas (fuel, wash, storage) by PAL 3.

·

Access and circulation roadways
- Three on-Airport roadway links will require one additional lane each to meet level of service
goals by PAL 3.
- Two off-Airport access roadways (the connections between the Airport and Interstate 5 (I-5)
to/from the south) require additional capacity now, with additional capacity required by PAL 3.
- The long-term roadway plan envisioned in the previous Master Plan is not required during the
planning period for this Master Plan Update.

3.3.4 Support
Support facilities include those performing airline / airport support, cargo, and general aviation facilities.
Based on the planning team’s assessment and feedback received both from Department staff and directly
from facility operators, it was concluded that (a) existing and planned support facilities at the Airport are
suitably located and (b) have room to expand if required.
For the purpose of this study, the only support “requirement” is preserving the area for General Aviation
expansion identified in the previous planning study.
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4

Alternatives

This section summarizes the alternative concepts considered for fulfilling the facility requirements
summarized in the previous section. Alternative concepts were developed for the passenger terminal
complex and ground transportation and parking facilities. Since there were no requirements for additional
airfield or support facilities, areas to be reserved for potential future development of those facilities were
identified.
The process for identifying and evaluating Airport development alternatives included the planning team
(consisting of both consultant and Department staff), Department Executives, Airport Tenants, the Technical
Advisory Committee and the Planning Professionals Group. When the Master Plan Update process began in
2013, it was with the understanding that decisions would be made related to improvements recommended
as part of the previous master plan. Following initiation of the master plan, changes in aviation activity at
the Airport necessitated reconsideration of planned improvements from the previous master plan. The
main conclusion of this study is that the key recommendations from the previous master plan are still valid,
though needed at a much later date than previously thought.

4.1

Airfield

As identified in Chapter 3 – Facility Requirements, and as summarized in Section 3.3.1, airfield facilities are
sufficient to meet forecast demand throughout the planning period. Areas identified in the previous master
plan for a runway extension will be preserved and several areas will be further studied for optimization and
compliance with FAA design guidelines.

4.2

Terminal

The following paragraphs describe the terminal alternatives approach, summarize the evaluation of the
terminal alternatives that were developed, and identify the preferred terminal alternative.

4.2.1 Terminal Alternatives Approach
Two terminal development “paths” were identified. These paths were based on the primary elements of
long-term terminal development at the Airport, which are the terminal buildings (Terminal A and Terminal
B), terminal concourses (Concourse A and Concourse B), and potential connections between the terminal
facilities. Descriptions of each terminal development path follow:
·

Path 1: Maintain Existing Terminal Facilities. Operations would continue as they currently are,
with some domestic airlines operating in Terminal A and all foreign-flag airlines and the balance of
domestic airlines operating in Terminal B. Future increases in gate requirements would be
accommodated by adding gates to Concourse B in pairs, as gate modelling efforts related to the
requirements analysis indicate 0, 4, or 6 additional gates may be required through PAL 1, 2, and 3).

·

Path 2: Central Terminal. The landside facilities in Terminal A would be closed and Terminal B
would provide all landside facilities for operations at the Airport. The existing SSCP would be
maintained at Concourse A as well as all the passenger holdrooms, airline operations offices, and
concessionaires. Modifications would be required along the roadway system to allow the most
efficient use of surface and garage parking, bus connections, commercial vehicle operations and
transfers, centered upon operations at Terminal B. Existing airline landside operations would be
relocated to existing space available at Terminal B and existing signage would be modified in both
terminals and along the roadways. Gates at Terminal A and/or B would be expanded in pairs to
accommodate increased capacity requirements for PAL 1, 2, or 3. Existing ticketing facilities in
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Terminal B are adequate for all scenarios; however, additional baggage claim capacity would be
required in Terminal B at PAL 2 and PAL 3.
Several terminal development alternatives were considered, which are derivatives of the two terminal
development paths: (1) keep all facilities open, or (2) close the landside portion of Terminal A – either
temporarily or permanently.

4.2.2 Terminal Alternatives Evaluation
Each of the terminal development alternatives would be capable of satisfying facility requirements
throughout the planning period. Therefore, evaluation of the terminal development alternatives was based
on a number of criteria, including:
·

Financial comparison

·

Passenger level-of-service

·

Flexibility in responding to changes in demand

·

Degree of disruption to existing operations

·

Ability to change development paths should demand at the Airport change.

Based on the above financial comparison, as well as the qualitative evaluation of level-of-service, flexibility,
and degree of disruption, the preliminary conclusion of this analysis is that the baseline alternative,
Alternative 1a, offers the greatest degree of long-term flexibility, with the least amount of risk. The greatest
“disadvantage” of Alternative 1a is that it would provide a level-or-service for transfer passengers equal to
that provided today.
A variety of pedestrian connections between Terminal A and Terminal B were considered in the terminal
alternatives analysis. The key outcomes from the evaluation of those options with Department staff were
(1) any pedestrian path would provide the potential to interface with the planned on-Airport hotel and
(2) the timing and type of pedestrian connection would be determined following completion of this study.

4.2.3 Preferred Terminal Alternative
Figure 4-1 depicts key elements of the preferred terminal alternative, including a six-gate expansion to
Concourse B and the preferred geometry for a potential pedestrian connection between terminal processing
facilities. Additional gate capacity can also be added to Terminal A – depending on the market demands, it
will be determined what Terminal needs expansion. Not pictured are improvements to the interior of
Terminal B, including addition of a baggage claim device and outbound baggage make-up area, both of
which take place within the existing footprint of Terminal B.
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4.3

Ground Transportation and Parking

The following paragraphs describe the ground transportation and parking alternatives approach, identify key
considerations, and identify the preferred ground transportation and parking alternatives.

4.3.1 Ground Transportation and Parking Approach
Three approaches were used to develop the ground transportation and parking alternatives.
·

Parking and rental car facilities. Forecast requirements can be accommodated on land currently
used for parking and rental cars (although structured parking may be required). Therefore, the
alternatives analysis was focused on identifying strategies related to two factors that may be
beyond the immediate control of the decisions made for this Master Plan Update: (a) the ability to
incorporate rental car facilities in a close-in, consolidated facility, and (b) land use in the existing
Economy Lot.

·

Curbsides. As curbside facilities must mirror the terminal alternatives, curbside alternatives reflect
either Terminal Development Path 1 (keep both terminal facilities open throughout the planning
period) or Terminal Development Paths 2 (decommission the landside portion of Terminal A).

·

Access and circulation roadways. Access and circulation roadway needs are essentially identical
for each terminal development path.

The ground transportation and parking alternatives were predominately focused on identifying
improvements required to accommodate PAL 3 demand.

4.3.2 Ground Transportation and Parking Key Considerations
Parking and Rental Car Facilities
Parking and rental car facility development alternatives were focused on addressing demand depending on
the outcome of two factors that may be outside the purview of this study:
1. Ability to relocate rental car facilities into a close-in, consolidated facility. While additional
close-in public parking (e.g., at Garage B) is expected to be required by PAL 3 to accommodate
demand, it could be constructed earlier depending on financial feasibility. One strategy to
improve the financial feasibility of earlier construction is to incorporate rental car ready/return
spaces and customer service areas into Garage B, and develop quick turnaround facilities
(e.g., fuel and wash facilities) immediately adjacent in existing Surface Lot B. However, as
described below, although incorporating rental cars into Garage B may justify the early
construction of Garage B, it may not guarantee Garage B’s financial feasibility.
Furthermore, providing rental car facilities in Garage B is more compatible with Terminal
Development Paths 2 than with Terminal Development Path 1 because all rental car customers
would be travelling between the rental car facility and the Terminal B landside building.
Conversely, providing rental car facilities in Garage B is less compatible with Terminal
Development Path 1 because Garage B will not be convenient for Terminal A customers. This
could be mitigated by allowing rental car companies to (a) operate a shuttle between Garage B
and Terminal A or (b) provide limited facilities within Garage A (although this strategy may be
unattractive to the rental car companies given the effects on staffing, rental car vehicle shuttling
to/from the quick turnaround area, and the orientation and dimensions of the Garage A column
grid).
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Another approach that would be compatible with Terminal Development Path 1 is to develop new
rental car facilities on the existing Surface Lot A, recognizing that this alternative would require
pedestrian pathways to be developed to and from each terminal.
Given these factors, the alternatives developed reflect strategies that either maintain rental cars
in their existing locations, relocate them to Garage B, or relocate them to Surface Lot A.
2. Land use in the existing Economy Lot. The Economy Lot could be an attractive location for a
tenant requiring airfield access because it is immediately adjacent to a taxiway, is easily accessible
to and from I-5, and is already paved (therefore, new development would not require conversion
of significant impervious area). Thus, alternatives reflect strategies that either maintain the
existing Economy Lot for parking or relocate public parking to other paved areas on-Airport.
Curbside Alternatives
Curbside alternatives are associated with either Terminal Development Path 1 or Terminal Development
Path 2. Given an alternative from Terminal Path 1 was identified as the preferred terminal alternative,
Terminal Path 2 curbside alternatives are not described in this document. A complete description of all
curbside alternatives considered is documented in Technical Memorandum 4 – Alternatives.
While Terminal A would experience a capacity deficiency by PAL 3 on the Arrivals curb, the Terminal A
curbside configuration enables the excess Arrivals demand to easily use the Departures curb area, especially
since demand for the Departures and Arrivals curbs typically is not concurrent. Therefore, curbside
alternatives for Terminal Development Path 1 address capacity deficiencies on the Terminal B curbs.
·

Terminal B Departures Curb: Although there do not appear to be deficiencies on the Terminal B
Departures curbs, Airport staff have indicated a desire to relocate the rental car shuttle buses to
the Departures curbs. Even at PAL 3, it appears that the east Departures curb has approximately
110 linear feet of excess capacity, which means that the rental car shuttles, which require
approximately 120 total linear feet, could operate from this curbside.

·

Terminal B Arrivals Curb: The west side inner curb serves Southwest Airlines, the east side inner
curb serves all other airlines, the west side outer curb serves on-demand vehicles (i.e., taxicabs,
limousines, and courtesy vehicles), and the east side outer curb serves large buses serving remote
parking, rental car, and public transit customers. In addition to the existing capacity deficiency
identified on the west side Arrivals inner curb, Airport staff indicate that congestion currently
occurs at the entrance to this curbside area.

Access and Circulation Roadways
Two off-Airport access roadways require additional capacity within the planning period: the Airport entrance
from northbound I-5 and the Airport exit to southbound I-5. Based on the facilities requirements analysis,
both of these roadways need new capacity today, with additional capacity required by PAL 3. Both
roadways, however, are outside of Airport property and are the jurisdiction of the California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans). The final determination of need and configuration of these roadways are outside
of Airport management’s control. Caltrans participated in the Master Plan process and preliminary
coordination has already begun.
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Long-Term Terminal Area Roadway Plan
The previous Master Plan identified a long-term roadway plan that would allow separate access to each side
of Terminal B, assuming that Terminal A would be airside only. This concept, shown on Figure 4-2, would
not be required through PAL 3, but it is recommended that the ability to implement this concept be
preserved, especially during any planning and design of Garage B.

4.3.3 Preferred Ground Transportation and Parking Alternatives
Parking and Rental Car Facilities
Through PAL 3, public parking and rental car facilities can be accommodated on sites currently dedicated for
those uses, assuming the development of structured parking. Furthermore, no other land uses were
identified that would require any of those sites. Therefore, alternatives explored the potential for varying
locations of rental car and public parking facilities (a) in response to potential changes in circumstances (as
described above in Section 4.3.2) as well as (b) within the land currently occupied by rental car and public
parking facilities.
The alternatives, all of which are recommended to be retained as responses to potential changes in
circumstances, reflect three potential locations for rental car facilities (shown on Figure 4-3):
·

If it is determined the preferred rental car site is within Garage B. Develop public parking and
rental car facilities in a new Garage B with rental car service centers located immediately south in
the current Surface B Lot. The existing rental car property would become available for public
parking and Garage A would be extended to the south. If the Economy Lot is converted to another
use, the current overflow lot could be converted to a permanent facility and/or Garage A could be
expanded further.

·

If it is determined the preferred rental car site is within Surface A. Develop public parking in a new
Garage B. Develop rental car facilities with the current Surface A Lot. The existing rental car
property would become available for public parking. If the Economy Lot is converted to another
use, the current overflow lot could be converted to a permanent facility and/or Garage B could be
expanded.

·

If it is determined the preferred rental car site is their current location. Develop public parking in a
new Garage B. If the Economy Lot is converted to another use, the current overflow lot could be
converted to a permanent facility and/or Garage A could be expanded further.

Developing rental car facilities at Garage B or Surface A would improve the rental car customer experience
and could reduce the number of bus routes operating on the Airport. However, each site creates challenges
in providing pedestrian connections to one or both terminals. Continuing operations at the current site may
provide a poorer customer experience but may be more financially feasible.
In all cases, Garage B would be developed either as a public parking-only facility or a facility serving both
public parking and rental cars.
Given that each site has strengths and weaknesses, it is suggested that the three sites be maintained as
options for consideration when Airport management enters into discussions with the rental car companies
regarding future facility improvements.
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Curbsides
As shown on Figure 4-4, the long-term need for additional Terminal B Arrivals curbside would be met by:
·

Developing an intermodal transportation hub at the south end of the terminal building for all
modes).

·

Widening the west outer curb to four lanes and converting it to public use.

·

Converting the east outer curb to public use.

Terminal B Departures curbside capacity deficiencies, which are minor, can be addressed by encouraging
drivers to drop passengers off on the Arrivals curb during the morning peak. Though not required until
beyond PAL 3, it is recommended the Department preserve the ability to widen the Departures curbside (as
shown on Figure 4-5).

4.4

Support

As identified in Chapter 3 – Facility Requirements, support facilities are sufficient to meet forecast demand
throughout the planning period. Areas identified in the previous master plan for expansion of the general
aviation area will be preserved.
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5

LONG-RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND STRATEGY

The long-range development plan for the Airport is a pragmatic plan that builds on the Big Build facilities.
Continued but modest Airport development will be required. However, the long-range development plan is
moderated as a result of lower than anticipated forecast demand since the previous master plan was
prepared and the Airport’s superior existing facilities. Moreover, the major features of the Airport
(e.g., Terminal A and Terminal B, airfield, and roadways) will remain relatively unchanged.

5.1

Proposed Projects

The locations of passenger terminal and ground transportation and parking, projects included in the
recommended long-range development plan are shown on Figure 5-1. Although a runway extension, longterm roadway redesign, and general aviation area expansion are not needed within the planning horizon
(i.e., through 2035), the ability to construct these facilities is protected in the plan if they are needed. Those
areas are also identified on Figure 5-1.
Projects will be implemented based on planning activity levels. Three PALs, as identified in Table 3-1 along
with their corresponding forecast years and levels of activity, were considered. If activity does not
materialize as quickly as anticipated, the projects remain valid although the timing of their implementation
may change.
The recommended long-range development plan is summarized in the following sections by Airport
functional area.

5.1.1 Development Plan and Strategy by Airport Functional Area
Airfield
·

Reserve the area identified to extend Runway 16L-34R, should it be needed.

·

Optimize Taxiway A System

Passenger Terminal
·
·

Expand Concourse A and/or B by a total of six gates over the planning period.
Add baggage claim and outbound baggage makeup capacity within the existing Terminal B
footprint.

Ground Transportation and Parking
·
·
·
·
·
·

Develop Garage B.
Develop new rental car facilities as part of Garage B, a new facility on the Surface A Lot, or in the
existing rental car area
Widen the westside outer Arrivals curbside roadway at Terminal B and convert the eastern and
western outer Arrivals curbside roadways to public use.
Develop a commercial vehicle courtyard immediately south of Terminal B to serve all commercial
vehicle pickup operations and shuttle bus drop-off operations.
Preserve the light rail alignment identified in the previous master plan
Preserve the long-term roadway plan depicted in the previous master plan

Support
·

Preserve the area identified in the previous master plan for GA expansion
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